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Item Specifics - Motorcycles

2000 Moto Guzzi : Other Quota
Moto Guzzi Quota
2000
Year:
60000
Miles:
Condition: Used
Black
Exterior:
Moto Guzzi
Type:
For Sale by: Private Seller

No
Warranty:
Engine Size (cc): 1100
Other
Title:
-VIN Number:
Other
Model:

Vehicle Description

My Quota. Powercommanded and dynoed. 62 blazing horsepower/62 ft lb. Hard luggage included-top case and side cases. Cosmetically
fair condition-paint is sun faded and has 60k worth of scratches,dings, and other flaws. Mechanically good condition. Ujoint is in good
shape. Pro Taper bars. Very comfortable for distances. Old engine blew up. Complete motor replaced. Current motor has ~20k miles on it.
Chassis has 60k on it. Front tire is getting thin- ~ 30% left. Rear tire is fine !70% left. Bike is a good runner and can be ridden across
country tomorrow. PLEASE NOTE: If you are an anal-retentive yuppie BMW R1100/1200GS rider with every Starbucks within 50 miles
of your house logged on your GPS or such similar motorcycle wacko, you wont want this bike and you should submerge your head under
water completely for 5 minutes before contacting me for details on the maintenance history,mechanical ramifications of running 42 vs 45
psi in the tires or a complete uninterrupted gas mileage history Excel spreadsheet from the minute it left the dealer. This is bike is what we
call "a rider". FORZA MOTO GUZZI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ******************Here’s a little more information for the interested parties. NO. I
don’t think you should take this bike 5000 miles up the Alaskan Al-Can Highway. I personally don’t think you should take ANY bike up
that piece of God forsaken bear-infested road, let alone the CHEAPEST QUOTA IN THE UNITED STATES. PLUS, my crystal ball
stopped working last week, so I can no longer predict the future, specifically the mechanical failures that will occur in the next 10,000
miles if you buy this, THE CHEAPEST QUOTA IN NORTH AMERICA. So you’re half way to Alaska and a tranny bearing dies and tears
up a seal and blows oil all over your clutch, disabling the bike (hey-Shiite Happens). Unless you wanna drop the motor on the side of the
road to fix it, you’re done. So you’re there for 4 hours before you see another car pass. You try to flag him down, but he obviously doesn’t
want any company and keeps motoring on. “Sonofa…”. Meanwhile, those dark hulking shadows that you see in the distance seem to draw
closer and closer…Then one day I get a call from your next of kin who say “ …but you said that the bike would make it…” I just do not
need this type of mental baggage. I have had not one but TWO wacko wannabees ask about driving the bike to Alaska…it just boggles the
mind. NO. This bike does not have extensive performance work. This engine is stock. You want performance? Buy a Yamaha R1. This is
Guzzi’s 600 lb “dirtbike” with 60 hp out of an 1100 cc motor…more like a two wheeled station wagon with snow tires and about as much
horsepower as a Yugo. HEY! I can fit $100 in groceries in the hard luggage, though, so it’s good for something. And NO you can’t stay on
my couch for a few days while you tool around SoCal if you buy this, the CHEAPEST QUOTA IN THE UNIVERSE, from me. Two
words: YMCA, dude. THANK YOU for the interest in the bike, and please keep the questions coming- I always need more material for my
PhD dissertation on the Sociology of Internet Bike Weirdos. PS: Thank you ebay for the insertion fee sale which allows me to address all
the dreamers out there in this, a very popular forum. This was well worth the $2 that it cost to insert it, and a few orders of magnitude
cheaper than therapy. FORZA MOTO GUZZI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12/08/07. Holy Toledo. 8500 hits. 150 watchers. ZERO BIDS!!!! Oh well.
Add me to your "favorite sellers" list and we'll do this again real soon. Promise.

Select a picture
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Questions from other members
Question & Answer
Q: Will you deliver to Maryland if I call you every night ?
A: Cecchini, you could buy this thing with the change rattling around on the floor of your Benz. Do the right thing already,
willya? :-)
Q: How many little kids can you cram into each bag? Does their being alive or dead make a difference?
A: Damn,Fader. Harsh! WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Enter your question here Would you accept nigerian currency and organise shipping to a post office box in western
australia?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Hello, I like to clean my spark plugs after every starbucks trip. Should I use my toothbrush or the family broom for this
important task?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Is this bike made by the same company that makes those little chocolate squares they sell at Starbucks? If so, why the
hatred? Also, I've never seen...more
A: This Quota will be running when yours has long since departed for the landfill. WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
View all 82 questions | Ask seller a question

Answered On
Dec-08-07

Dec-08-07
Dec-08-07

Dec-08-07

Dec-08-07
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Questions from other members : Moto Guzzi

Question & Answer
Q: Best motorcycle description I've ever seen...........awesome.
A: :-)
Q: How did the original engine blow?
A: Like a Shanghai prostitute. *Badumbum*
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Questions from other members : Moto Guzzi

Question & Answer
Answered On
Q: Ed, Is this the one with the 7/33 final? Is that much of a change at low speeds? I mean 1st gear crossin'
creeks kinda stuff. I have Greg Bender's charts on speed changes, but what's it like in real life? Thanks and
Dec-05-07
good luck! I like your style.
A: 8/33 final included. 7/33 is the way to go for any 1100 guzzi that you regularly ride below 120 MPH. Gives
15% more torque overall.
Q: Cousin Ed, you are the man. Thanks for the 'future Guzzi weirdo shirt!'
Dec-05-07
A: Thank you. You are a true Guzzi weirdo,Cuzin Kevin. BTW, what's with all the watches bought on ebay? Do
you wear them all at once? Gotta love ebay for making it easy to snoop on peoples buying habits...
Q: Will other bikers wave to you while riding this?
Dec-05-07
A: Not normally. Maybe it's because of the gold sequined jumpsuit, thigh high leather boots and pink feather boa
I usually wear while riding. Would you wave?
Q: I have not laughed this hard in a long time-Thanks!
Dec-05-07
A: :-)
Q: i am not interested in buying your bike, as i am very happy with my harley. i just want to tell you that your add
Dec-05-07
is about THE BEST one i have ever seen. good luck!!!!!!!!!
A: :-)
Q: You are the m-ther f-ckin' MAN!
Dec-05-07
A: :-)
Q: If I fly in to buy it will you pick me up at the airport?? Also, will you teach me to change the oil before I ride it
Dec-05-07
home?? Thanks
A: Yes and yes. See- I'm a reasonable enough person. I'll meet you at LAX-I'll be the guy with the '79 Pinto with
the flamejob and air scoop(for the supercharger) sticking out of the top of the hood. I'll wear a name tag just in
case you're not sure it's me.
Q: You know, with the writer's strike going on in Hollywood, you could land a nice job writing for Leno...
Dec-05-07
A: Ah yes... Hollywood beckons.
Q: does it have the upgraded FI module? How about the rims, are they Sun or Excel?
Dec-05-07
A: Holy Toledo. I pertinent question. I am speechless. Excel rims. No cracks. Yes, upgraded computer.
Q: If I buy it can I retrofit a suede seat like the one on my Tenni?
Dec-04-07
A: Drop $4000 on me and you can reupholster it with muskrat hide for all I care.
Q: did you buy chance replace this bike with kawaski klr? i mean the description fits one of them to.
Dec-04-07
A: Despite its porcine form,the Quota makes exhaust noises that the KLR merely has wet dreams about.
Q: a yugo actually had 64 horsepower stock, but with all the aftermaket parts, the sky is the limit!
Dec-04-07
A: Yes, sir, the sky's the limit. Live your dream, buddy ...
Q: I really like the description your wrote, but have you ever heard of a carriage return?
Dec-04-07
A: I have always been able to afford a nice rental car, so I never had to bother with these.
Q: Could it complete the Baja 1000??
Dec-04-07
A: Yes. Assuming you're talking about the Baja Fresh 1000 Beef Burrito Eating Competition.
Q: will it make my penis look bigger?
Dec-04-07
A: Yes. Will also increase your net worth by 200%, will solve world hunger and will make hair grow on bald
heads.
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Q: "HEY! I can fit $100 in groceries in the hard luggage" Is that $100 US or Canadian?
A: Hell, I just went shopping at Whole Foods. I can fit $100 in groceries from there in my TANK BAG.
Q: Has Ewan McGregor ever sat on this bike ?
A: Yes. He farted on it and it left a stain that bore a strong resemblance to Abe Vagoda. After this, I spent three
weeks in a darkened room in silent contemplation, but I still don't know what it all represents. See- isn't this
line of questioning better than "HOW LONG HAVE YOU OWNED THE BIKE" or "WHAT IS THE BEST GAS
MILEAGE YOU HAVE GOTTEN ON IT" . KEEP THE QUESTIONS COMING, FOLKS!
Q: I completely understand and sympathise about these wackos wanting to ride the bike to Alaska. So... would it
make it to Hawaii?
A: Sure. All it takes is about four grand and one VERY DEEP BREATH.
Q: I have no interest in traveling to Alaska. Will this bike make it to Tierra Del Fuego? How big are the bears in
South America? Will you accept Uruguayan Pesos as payment?
A: Maybe. Big. No. and for the next ten questions: yes, no, yes, yes, nofarkingway, maybe, not without a
condom, only if I were really drunk, possibly if you like the taste of pancake batter and (finally) not for all the
rhinestones in Graceland!!!!!!
Q: Hello: I just wanted to congratulate you on your description. (I've a '79 1000SP) Nice bike; Best of luck on the
auction, and have a Happy Holiday... Bill
A: :-)
Ask seller a question
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Questions from other members : Moto Guzzi

Question & Answer
Answered On
Q: You should seriously write a book ! just wanted to tell you I had the greatest time reading your decription of
Dec-06-07
the Guzzi ! Laughed my arse off ! keep em coming back for more. You are the real deal. Love it............
A: :-)
Q: Since it doesn't look like anyones going to bid on your bike, I would volunteer to underwrite your running the
Dec-06-07
ad again just to keep this humor going. By the way, I would wave at you!
A: :-) That's very nice of you. What color are the sequins on *your* riding jumpsuit?
Q: will the micro-wave and fax machine from the goldwing fit on this bike? also will bmw riders acknowledge my
Dec-06-07
being if i buy this item? thanks
A: You'll have to make some mounting hardware with some 2x4's and wood screws. There's only one way to
salute BMW riders: SEIG HEIL!
Q: OK, can I trade you the '85 Chevette for your handlebars, 2 pixies and you repair my skid plate?
Dec-06-07
A: OK. Let me consult with the pixies on this. I'll let you talk to your mom about selling her car.
Q: Love the add! The exhaust and cross-over do not look stock- what system are you running? Is the new engine
Dec-06-07
from a Quota?
A: re: system, I am running Windows 95 on a Pentium III and I have a "Charles in Charge" screen saver. I tried
to stuff a Spagthorpe engine in the Quota, but I couldnt get the muffler bearings to fit in the frame. I hope that
answers your questions.
Q: Also, I know you don't have your crystal ball but I need some help. So my boss hates me....but his daughter
loves me. Well I got her pregnant and have a huge dilemma now. I mean on one hand he won't know for at
least a few months so I could stay at my job until he finds out. But then I run the risk of him killing me. My
Dec-06-07
other option is quit and find a new job. I don't have any skills though....I mean how am I gonna feed this kid
without a job. I'm really good at talking to people so I thought maybe becoming a telemarketer. But people
hate telemarketers! What do I do?
A: Move away. Far away. Also, maybe look for a better source for important advice than some anonymous guy
trying to sell a bike on the internet.
Q: I see no kick stand in the 1st picture. Is this some sort of optical illusion or does the bike really stand up on its
own? Also, I was really thinking about a Guzzi. But then I realized that I'm 25 and my friends would beat me
Dec-06-07
up if I bought one.
A: There is no kickstand. Italian pixies hold the bike up when it is not moving. They live in the top case and
consume nothing but bread sticks and Monster energy drinks. Pixies included with bike.
Q: By the way, can you tell the guy that invited you to Woodys pizza that I would like to join him. As long as your
Dec-06-07
not mad at me for stealing your invitation.
A: I think that guy was just coming on to me, so yeah, have fun at the Blue Oyster, or Woody's or whatever.
Q: Good Day... I ride my KLR650 off road alot, and the skid plate has been hit more times than the lottery. Is
there an aftermarket skid plate available for this model. That oil pan looks like it has a bullseye on it. Thnaks,
Dec-06-07
Bob B
A: True Guzzi Weirdos do not buy accessories such as skid plates. They make them from stuff that they find out
in the barn or at Home Depot. A cookie sheet skid plate would look real nice on there,lemme tell you.
Q: When was the last time the power band was replaced? (If ever) If it has not been replaced, would you
Dec-06-07
consider fitting an adjustable one for me if I win the auction?
A: I replaced power bands when I changed out the wah-wah shaft bearings and the blinker fluid.
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Q: Can I just buy the handlebars?
A: Sure, dude. $4000, BUY IT NOW. Free Quota with purchase. Just press the little button.
Q: Hey GT, Your ad reeks of humor... I was looking for Quotas, but just bought a used 03 M-strada 1K. FORZA
ITALIA! …Would you come off strike for more publicity? The US cycle magazine will never take you because
you’re too honest; ever consider writing for a British cycle magazine? d
A: :-)
Q: You rule! I guess you don't need me to tell you how freaking hilarious that description is, but I will anyway! ;-)
A: :-)
Q: I accidently smashed my thumb with a hammer, what should I do?
A: Use the "undo" button on your toolbox. Poof! Fixed.
Q: I wanted a 08 Hayabusa but after your ad I must possess part of you! BTW, your ad is posted on
Thumpertalk. Will you please run in 08 for the independents?
A: :-) Here's why that wouldn't work: As dumb as some of these questions are, the questions that the media ask
of the candidates are even dumber.... and whoever controls the media controls the minds of millions. OK,
what the hell, I'm in. Here's my campaign slogan for 2008: DEFY THE MEDIA!!!!!!
Q: How much wood could a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
A: How many upchucks would your bud Chuck chuck if your bud chuck upchucked Two Buck Chuck?
Q: Does it come with the blue Cherokee in the driveway?
A: No, but I'll trade you the Jeep for that '85 Chevette that you're driving these days.
Q: Do you think that if I eat a can of beans before I ride it, I'll increase the gas mileage?
A: I guarantee it will DECREASE the mileage you get out of your Fruit of the Loom whitey tighteys.
Q: how much would it cost to have you write all my ebay descriptions for me?
A: Sorry- I'M ON STRIKE RIGHT NOW!
Q: Hey, I just love your description. Obviously you are a very bright guy (PhD?). I am not a buyer today, just
looking. I have owned 3 vintage Guzzis, including a very rare one I completely restored and modified. So,
tomorrow night in Golden, CO at Woody's Woodfired Pizza, the ADVRider guys are getting together. If you
can get out here by 6:00 pm, I would love to see you. Glen
A: :-) That's a long *freakin* way to go for a pizza...Thanks for the invite anyway.
Ask seller a question
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Questions from other members : Moto Guzzi

Question & Answer
Answered On
Q: Best ad I've seen in a long time. I've got a BMW. However, it's an old airhead that I restored myself. You are
what you ride. And Starbucks is against my religion. Is the transition from Airhead Weirdo to Guzzi Weirdo
Dec-08-07
painful? Is there surgery involved? Mom asked...
A: Free Guzzi lobotomy with Buy it Now. Welcome to the club! ...and with that, dear friends, I bring an end to my
extensive advice giving and trooth telling...for free anyway. All further questions answered for $10 each. More
details and payment information at WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: I have a BMW and the cylinders stick straight out. Your bike's cylinders are more erect. Is it excited?
Dec-08-07
A: Everyone knows that BMW's have droopy jugs...
Q: Is there room to get laid on this thing?
Dec-08-07
A: If you're a chicken embryo, then yes. Top box should work for you.
Q: Ted-we did'nt think you were getting out for 2 more months, mom said to call and keep taking your meds.
Dec-07-07
A: Thanks, Cousin Vinnie. Make sure to say hi to all the other greeters at Wal Mart for me. Unless that's way too
ironic a task for you. Sorry.
Q: If I buy this bike,can you store it for free untill the national,have foodstamps burning a hole in my
Dec-07-07
pocket,wilfred
A: I WILL DELIVER IT FOR FREE TO YOU, SUGAR! GUZZI RETARDS UNITE!!!!!!!!
Q: So, you think this bike would crap out if I tried to ride it to a Starbucks in Fairbanks? I hate having "the
Dec-07-07
cheapest bike in North America". do you think I could pay more?
A: $4k plus the cost of a bear-proof Aerostitch and we can find out. Only $4k Buy It Now. Just remember me in
your will.
Q: What did you use to get the "Dennis Kucinich 2008" sticker off of the front cowl?
Dec-07-07
A: I used my electric sledgehammer and a 2 liter bottle of Mr Pibb soda.
Q: Part the thing out through an anonymous PO box in another state- you'll probably get close to nada low retail
Dec-07-07
of $2800. course your online publishing career will be over...
A: thank you for your sagely advice, random Ebay wacko. Much appreciated.
Q: if you sell this one what will you ride to the national in Malibu next summer I rode my beemer this year and it
Dec-07-07
rained a little
A: No problem. I will ride my flame-jobbed Rokon chopper. You'll know it's me- I'll be the one sitting around the
camp fire with no pants on.
Q: I hope you sell it and get the money your asking for it. This is so funny I'm laughing my arse off. And I'm with
Dec-07-07
you on them BMW ppl they suck arse...
A: :-)
Q: Hi, if I get to win your Guzzi, can you ship it to the UK. Also would it be possible to send it in small bits (jiffy
bag sized) through the mail, then I'd get the antisipation of guessing which bit will be coming next. Please
Dec-07-07
don't e-mail me with a shipping list though, as this will totally ruin everything and my therapist has strongly
advised that I should avoid stressful situations.
A: No problem. Buy It Now $4000. Shipping $8k and actual cost of 1500 little bags.
Q: This advert is so full of win... But seriously, what kind of gas mileage does it get? Could i make it to, say,
Dec-07-07
Canadia on one tank?
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A: Yes, if elected president, I would send tanks to invade Canada and secure our national borders and most
importantly bring back some of that yummy bacon that they have up there, eh.
Q: Do you think Thumpertalk.com or ADVRider.com is more coolest? :-)
http://www.advrider.com/forums/showthread.php?t=290263 Vance
A: Oh, ya know, internet nerds are all about the same to me... ;)
Q: Is a BMW a type of bowel movement?
A: Beats Me, Werner.
Q: whats that one thing called again ?
A: Clitoris. It's called a clitoris.
Q: When I buy your bike, can you help me write a better resume? I want a good job this time. I will need the new
job before I can pay you for the bike. Thanks,
A: Next time I drop into Big Bob's Liquor Mart for a sixer of Black Label and a case of Ho-Ho's, I will ask Larry the
assistant manager if he needs someone to sweep the floors. Check with me next week. In the meantime,have
your clown outfit dry cleaned. It's getting kinda grungy and scaring all your neighbors in the senior halfway
house. And you know what they say in your line of work : "Unkempt clowns don't sell used cars."
Q: Bless you sir, for a well written ad! Although I am indeed a Haul Road ridin 1150 gs adv rider and ex-maybe
once again Guzzisti, I can appreciate your desire to avoid the cafe crowd and adventurewannabe's. Best of
luck on your sale. btw - the quota looks better now than when it was new. beauty marks. badges of honour.
admire them. Jim
A: Salut to an ex-maybe once again Guzzisti. FORZA MOTO GUZZI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Q: You said:"If you are an anal-retentive yuppie BMW R1100/1200GS rider....." You're selling it with exactly
60,000 miles. How many little circles in the drive way did you have to do to get it exact? Is that the only color
you have?
A: It's actually 59543.8. ONLY an anal-retentive GS rider would want to know the exact mileage. Get help.
Q: Can this motorcycle travel through time?
A: Yes. Teh Power Commander has a port for a USB Flux Capacitor. Should be plug and play.
Q: Dear Guzzman,THANKS for the descriptive ad for youe bike.GREAT sense of humor.diz
A: :-)
Ask seller a question
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Questions from other members : Moto Guzzi

Question & Answer
Answered On
Q: Will you deliver to Maryland if I call you every night ?
Dec-08-07
A: Cecchini, you could buy this thing with the change rattling around on the floor of your Benz. Do the right thing
already, willya? :-)
Q: How many little kids can you cram into each bag? Does their being alive or dead make a difference?
Dec-08-07
A: Damn,Fader. Harsh! WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Enter your question here Would you accept nigerian currency and organise shipping to a post office box in
Dec-08-07
western australia?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Hello, I like to clean my spark plugs after every starbucks trip. Should I use my toothbrush or the family broom
Dec-08-07
for this important task?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Is this bike made by the same company that makes those little chocolate squares they sell at Starbucks? If so,
why the hatred? Also, I've never seen a Guzzi, are they all this ugly? I would buy your bike, it's pretty sweet
for being a beat up second engine senior citizen. Only prob is it costs twice as much as the Kawasaki I just
Dec-08-07
got, and has six times the miles. I guess that's the price of denied admission to ANY motorcycle cliche. JK,
love the description, few can pull off clever, fewer can do it from atop an italian grenade.
A: This Quota will be running when yours has long since departed for the landfill. WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: As a BMW owner I prefer fuel lines with no clamps. Does the quota have clamp-less fuel lines?
Dec-08-07
A: Only clamps on this bike are on my nipples when I ride it. WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: What color is the air in the tires?
Dec-08-07
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Hello, Will the aforementioned Mr.PiBB soda retain its carbonation effect after being molecularly entertwined
with the hand rubbed carnuba wax finish on my R1150 Adventure? I would like to remove my Lillith fair sticker
Dec-08-07
but dont wish to harm the factory finish?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Hello, Will the aforementioned Mr.PiBB soda retain its carbonation effect after being molecularly entertwined
with the hand rubbed carnuba wax finish on my R1150 Adventure? I would like to remove my Lillith fair sticker
Dec-08-07
but dont wish to harm the factory finish?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: i wouldnt worry to much about guys askin if it'll make it to alaska, seein as most "mid life crisis" ADV riders
dont even make it out of town and sell their bikes with a few hundred miles alaska always was and always will
Dec-08-07
be a dream : ) good luxk with the sale, i miss my quota all 60bhp of it!
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Hi, i was wondering if you could fit 100 dollars worth of beer in the hard bags? Technically thats a grocery and
Dec-08-07
i just wanted to be sure that they would fit, not that i would drink and ride at the same time.
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Mr GuzziTech, As a bmw-rider i am considering moving over to a guzzi. I do have a question about the air in
the tyres though. Is it certificated by Guzzi? Do you have the original Guzzi air aerosol can? What is the
Dec-08-07
humidity of the air? thanks.
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
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Q: Mary Anne or Ginger?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: I need to know about that usb flux capacitor for the time travel feature. Is it the Fuka U2 or the OI812. Thanks
cause I need a new one for my Delorean.
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: I once nearly killed myself on a Guzzi. I think it was a V7. I'm at a fairly low point in my life right now and am
looking for a bike to kill myself on. Do you think yours would fit the bill? Tony from Australia. or somewhere
equally as suicide evoking. The humidity - fuck I hate the humidity ....
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Do you have the optional cup warmer in case the distance gets too great between Starbucks? Could I shave
the rest of the tread off the tires and try for a speed record at Bonnneville?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Will you deliver it to Canada and take payment in beer? and how fast does it go with a fat chick on the back? loops
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Say I were to run over a burrito in the middle of the road with this bike, how much wheel deflection would be
felt, if any. ( assuming the burritos weight is 1.7 lbs. with no beans)
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: How fast does this bike go? Is black the fastest color Guzzi makes?
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
Q: Any extra charge to set the motor in the chassis right, and for a owners manual translation? Hope it sells soon
for ya! (^_^)
A: WWW.MOTOBASTARD.COM
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